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The one-stop resource for all your Python queries Powerful
and flexible, Python is one of the most popular programming
languages in the world. It's got all the right stuff for the
software driving the cutting-edge of the development
world—machine learning, robotics, artificial intelligence, data
science, etc. The good news is that it’s also pretty
straightforward to learn, with a simplified syntax, naturallanguage flow, and an amazingly supportive user community.
The latest edition of Python All-in-One For Dummies gives
you an inside look at the exciting possibilities offered in the
Python world and provides a springboard to launch yourself
into wherever you want your coding career to take you. These
7 straightforward and friendly mini-books assume the reader
is a beginning programmer, and cover everything from the
basic elements of Python code to introductions to the specific
applications where you'll use it. Intended as a hands-on
reference, the focus is on practice over theory, providing you
with examples to follow as well as code for you to copy and
start modifying in the "real world"—helping you get up and
running in your area of interest almost right away. This means
you'll be finishing off your first app or building and remotecontrolling your own robot much faster than you can believe.
Get a thorough grounding in the language basics Learn how
the syntax is applied in high-profile industries Apply Python to
projects in enterprise Find out how Python can get you into
hot careers in AI, big data, and more Whether you're a
newbie coder or just want to add Python to your magic box of
tricks, this is the perfect, practical introduction—and one you'll
return to as you grow your career.
Conquer Microsoft Office 365 administration—from the inside
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out! Dive into Office 365 administration—and really put your
systems expertise to work! This supremely organized
reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions,
troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. Discover how the
experts tackle deployment, configuration, and
management—and challenge yourself to new levels of
mastery. Simplify enterprise deployment with planning tools
and tasks Automate Office 365 processes with Windows
PowerShell Manage user identity with Active Directory and
Single Sign-On Monitor and maintain the health of Office 365
with Microsoft System Center Implement Microsoft Exchange
Online, SharePoint Online, and Lync Online Control variables
in an Exchange Server hybrid implementation Customize and
deploy Office 365 Professional Plus Explore real-world
scenarios and apply insider management tips For
Intermediate to Advanced IT Professionals
Discover the power of Microsoft Teams Millions of people
access Microsoft Teams every day to assist with the
collaboration it takes to get work done. That number
continues to grow thanks to the countless communication
tools for working with associates inside and outside your
organization you can find in Microsoft Teams. If you’re new to
Microsoft Teams, start here. This book will give you musthave insight on chatting, file sharing, organizing teams, using
video communication, and more. You’ll also see just how you
should be doing things, with best-practice recommendations
and ideas for integrating Microsoft Teams into your existing
workflows. Learn your way around Microsoft Teams and set
up the interface Communicate via chat and video chat, inside
and outside your org Integrate Teams with other Office apps
for seamless collaboration Use Teams to optimize your
meetings, build a knowledge wiki, and more! Microsoft’s
shared workspace can help you get collaborative and stay
connected to the people Page
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your desk or on the go.
Collaborate on documents in real time Utilize social
networking in your daily tasks Increase productivity and grow
your business Create a virtual office anywhere If you want to
get your head in the cloud and get up to speed on the
features in Office 365, you've come to the right place. Inside,
you'll learn step by step how to use email, take advantage of
SharePoint Online for collaboration, communicate with team
members using Skype for Business, get work done with the
latest version of Office Online, and how to make a plan for
effectively migrating your company to Office 365. Inside ...
Understand cloud technology Dive into SharePoint Get social
at work Learn about Office Online Skype at work Set up
online meetings Work from anywhere Free up IT resources.
Python All-in-One For Dummies
Office 365 For Dummies
Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies
SketchUp For Dummies
Microsoft Power BI For Dummies
The deepest reference on Microsoft’s
productivity service Office 365 offers the same
productivity power as past versions of Microsoft
Office along with tools designed to boost
collaboration in the workplace and instant
access to the latest Office updates without
buying a whole new software package. It’s an
ideal solution for both the office and home use.
The author of the bestselling Office All-in-One
For Dummies shares his advice on how to
navigate the nuts and bolts of getting things
done with Office 365. Look inside for step-bystep instructions on Excel, Outlook, Word,
PowerPoint, Access, and OneNote along with a
dive into the cloud services that come with
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Office 365. Access Office 365 Make sense of
common Office tasks Use Excel, Word, outlook,
PowerPoint and more Take advantage of 365
online services If you’re a home or business
user interested in having a complete reference
on the suite, this book has you covered.
Customize and ramp-up Office 365 applications
The revised 2019 edition of Mastering VBA
Microsoft Office 365 offers an accessible guide
that shows how to extend the capabilities of
Office 365 applications with VBA programming.
Written in clear terms and understandable
language, the book includes systematic tutorials
and contains both intermediate and advanced
content for experienced VB developers.
Designed to be comprehensive, the book
addresses not just one Office application, but
the entire Office suite. To enhance
understanding, the content is explored in realworld projects in Word, Excel, Outlook, and
PowerPoint. Since the technical programming
methods in the Office applications continue to
evolve, the updated 2019 edition reviews the
changes to the program. Code libraries, the API,
and the object model for each Office program
have been modified during the three years since
the last version of this book. Various elements
within VBA have been deprecated or replaced,
and the surface UI changed as well. The updated
2019 edition covers topics such as: • Recording
macros and getting started with VBA • Learning
how to work with VBA • Using loops and
functions • Using message boxes, input boxes,
and dialog boxes • Creating effective code •
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XML-based files, ActiveX, the developer tab,
content controls, add-ins, embedded macros,
and security Written for all levels of Microsoft
Office 365 users, Mastering VBA Microsoft
Office 365: 2019 Edition explains how to
customize and automate the Office suite of
applications.
Accelerate your digital transformation and
break down silos with Microsoft Dynamics 365
It’s no secret that running a business involves
several complex parts like managing staff,
financials, marketing, and operations—just to
name a few. That’s where Microsoft Dynamics
365, the most profitable business management
tool, comes in. In Microsoft Dynamics 365 For
Dummies, you’ll learn the aspects of the
program and each of its applications from
Customer Service to Financial Management.
With expert author Renato Bellu’s clear
instructions and helpful tips, you’ll be managing
to your fullest advantage before you know it.
Let’s get started! Digitally transform your
business by connecting CRM and ERP Use data
to make decisions across all business functions
Integrate Dynamics 365 with Office 365 and
LinkedIn Manage financials and operations Are
you running a dynamic business? This book
shows you how!
Office 2016 For Dummies (9781119293477) was
previously published as Office 2016 For
Dummies (9781119077374). While this version
features a new Dummies cover and design, the
content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated
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product. The bestselling Microsoft Office book
of all time Packed with straightforward, friendly
instruction, this updated edition of the
bestselling Microsoft Office book gets you
thoroughly up to speed on the latest version of
the industry standard for office productivity
suites. In no time, Office 2016 For Dummies will
help you become a whiz at Word, take your
Excel skills to new heights, add pizzazz to your
PowerPoint presentations, and make every part
of your work day more organized and
productive. Following alongside approachable,
plain-English explanations, you'll quickly
discover how to type, format text, and design
documents in Word; navigate and edit
spreadsheets, create formulas, and analyze data
in Excel; configure email, store contacts,
organize tasks, and schedule your time with
Outlook; create and edit well-designed and
crowd-pleasing PowerPoint presentations; and
design, edit, and modify an Access database.
Even if the mere thought of working with
Microsoft Office makes you nervous, this fun
and friendly guide makes it easy. Helps you
make sense of word processing, email,
presentations, data management and analysis,
and much more Covers the five main Office
applications: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook,
and Access Walks you through the new features
of Microsoft Office 2016 Written by a veteran
author who has written more than 20 For
Dummies books, which account for more than
three million books in print If you're an
uninitiated user looking to make the most of
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this powerful suite of applications, this handson, friendly guide is the key to your brand new
Office!
Microsoft Office Home and Student Edition
2013 All-in-One For Dummies
Understand the Microsoft 365 platform from
concept to execution and pass the MS-900 exam
with confidence
Word For Dummies
Office 365 For Dummies, 2nd Edition
Zoom For Dummies
For the past decade, the Golden Retriever has ranked
among the five most popular breeds registered with
the AKC, with more than 65,000 Goldens registered
every year. The Golden Retriever’s personality is as
golden as his outer coat. He was bred to please, and
please he does. He started out as a hunting partner
who delivered birds to hand and has evolved into
modern times delivering whatever suits his owner’s
fancy. Because Golden Retrievers were originally bred
to work in tandem with humans, they are also highly
trainable. Golden Retrievers For Dummies is intended
for busy 21st century dog owners who don’t have time
to sit down and read through 300 pages at a crack.
This is a reference you can jump in and out of as dog
questions rear their furry heads. This handy guide is
also for you if You own a Golden Retriever or thinking
about getting one. You've just brought home a Golden
pup. You want to find the best way to raise and train
your Golden. You want to help your Golde n to not
just survive but to thrive. Find out what it takes to
own this active, intelligent, and friendly dog. Explore
the Golden's personality traits and living
requirements. Discover which diseases are
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hereditary. This reference guide covers all the
aspects of dog ownership, including: Looking at
breeders, rescue groups, and animal shelters
Adopting and caring for older dogs Selecting a puppy
with help from an established testing process Dogproofing your house and yard Crate training,
housetraining, and obedience training Canine
communication and growing pains Feeding,
exercising, and playing with your Golden Dealing with
illness, problem behavior, and treatment Grooming
for health and beauty If you’re serious about this
Golden business and not just caving in to the kids or
some other wild impulse, follow the advice of
responsible dog owners and breeders. Look deep into
your dog-loving soul and carefully consider the big
picture. Love alone is not enough.
The fun and easy way to get down to business with
statistics Stymied by statistics? No fear? this friendly
guide offers clear, practical explanations of statistical
ideas, techniques, formulas, and calculations, with
lots of examples that show you how these concepts
apply to your everyday life. Statistics For Dummies
shows you how to interpret and critique graphs and
charts, determine the odds with probability,
guesstimate with confidence using confidence
intervals, set up and carry out a hypothesis test,
compute statistical formulas, and more. Tracks to a
typical first semester statistics course Updated
examples resonate with today's students Explanations
mirror teaching methods and classroom protocol
Packed with practical advice and real-world
problems, Statistics For Dummies gives you
everything you need to analyze and interpret data for
improved classroom or on-the-job performance.
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Say hello to Office productivity with this one-stop
reference With Office 2021 All-in-One For Dummies,
you can get up and running with Microsoft's
legendary software suite. This update covers all the
tweaks you can find in the latest version of Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Teams. You'll also
learn how to make these apps work harder for you,
because we dig deep into the tips and features that
casual Office users might not know about. This
edition also offers expanded coverage of Teams and
other collaborative tools, so you can nail working
from home, or just get a few of those meetings out of
the way without having to leave your desk. How can
you quickly give documents the same format in
Word? What was that one useful Excel function,
again? And how does setting up a meeting on Teams
work? Office 2021 All-in-One For Dummies serves up
quick and simple answers to these questions, along
with hundreds of other answers you're expected to
know when you work in Office. Learn how Microsoft
Office works and get the most out of Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and Teams Make amazing
charts and graphs that you can plug into your
documents, spreadsheets, and presentations Get
better at working collaboratively with file sharing
options and other neat features Do more, faster with
expert tips and guidance on the full suite of Office
software for 2021 Whether you're new to Office or
just need a refresher for the newest updates, the nine
mini-books inside are your keys to getting stuff done.
Get up and running with Office on your iPad or Mac!
Weverka walks you through every facet, from
installing the software to working with the programs.
You'll get tips for making the most of your iPad, and
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learn how to make great PowerPoint presentations, or
share content and collaborate online.
SPSS For Dummies
Office 365 All-in-One For Dummies
Learn best practices, architecture, tools, techniques,
and more, 2nd Edition
Microsoft Office 365 Administration Inside Out
(Includes Current Book Service)
Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 365
The twenty-first century offers more
technology than we have ever seen before, but
with new updates, and apps coming out all the
time, it’s hard to keep up. Essential Office
365 is here to help. Along with easy to
follow step-by-step instructions,
illustrations, and photographs, this guide
offers specifics in... Downloading and
Installing Microsoft Office Suite Getting
started with Office Online: using Sway,
OneDrive, Mail & Calendar Using Office Apps
on your iPad or Android device Constructing
professional looking documents with Microsoft
Word Adding and using graphics, photographs,
and clipart Changing fonts, creating tables,
graphs, clipboard, sorting and formatting
text, and mail merge Creating presentations
for your lessons, lectures, speeches or
business presentations using PowerPoint.
Adding animations and effects to PowerPoint
slides Using 3D and cinematic transitions to
spice up your presentations Using Excel to
create spreadsheets that analyse, present and
manipulate data Creating Excel charts,
graphs, pivot tables, functions and formulas
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The basics of Microsoft Access databases
Keeping in touch with friends, family and
colleagues using Outlook Maintaining
calendars and keeping appointments with
Outlook Taking notes with OneNote and more...
Unlike other books and manuals that assume a
computing background not possessed by
beginners, Essential Office 365 tackles the
fundamentals of Microsoft Office, so that
everyone from students, to senior citizens,
to home users pressed for time, can
understand. So, if you’re looking for an
Office manual, a visual book, simplified
tutorial, dummies guide, or reference,
Essential Office 365 will help you maximize
the potential of Microsoft Office to increase
your productivity, and help you take
advantage of the digital revolution.
Whether you've used older versions of this
popular program or have never processed a
single word, this hands-on guide gets you
going with the latest version of Microsoft
Word. In no time, you'll begin editing,
formatting, proofing, and dressing up your
Word documents like a pro. In this leading
book about the world’s number one word
processing application, Dan Gookin talks
about using Microsoft Word in friendly, easyto-follow terms. Focusing on the needs of the
beginning Word user, it provides everything
you need to know about Word―without any
painful jargon. Inside: Discover useful
keyboard shortcuts Create and edit text with
ease Apply fancy formatting Build your own
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templates Mix in graphics and tables Juggle
multiple documents Review edits and add
comments Master the art of mail merge
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft
Press is a series of free ebooks designed to
help you advance your technical skills with
Microsoft Azure. The first ebook in the
series, Microsoft Azure Essentials:
Fundamentals of Azure, introduces developers
and IT professionals to the wide range of
capabilities in Azure. The authors - both
Microsoft MVPs in Azure - present both
conceptual and how-to content for key areas,
including: Azure Websites and Azure Cloud
Services Azure Virtual Machines Azure Storage
Azure Virtual Networks Databases Azure Active
Directory Management tools Business scenarios
Watch Microsoft Press’s blog and Twitter
(@MicrosoftPress) to learn about other free
ebooks in the “Microsoft Azure Essentials”
series.
What in the world is going on up there? Look
up! It’s a bird; it’s a plane; it’s a Polar
mesospheric cloud! When you look to the sky,
do you wonder why the Sun is so bright or why
the clouds are white or why the sky is blue?
Then, Weather For Dummies is your resource to
fuel your curiosity about the weather. It
takes you on an exciting journey through the
Earth's atmosphere and the ways it behaves.
You’ll get an overview of rain, Sun, clouds,
storms and other phenomena. With helpful
photographs and illustrations, you can easily
visualize different weather types and relate
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them into the world around you. The
scientific words and phrases are explained in
detail (what is barometric pressure?), your
curious questions are answered (why do we
have seasons?), and the roots of weather
myths, proverbs, and sayings are revealed
(“early thunder, early spring”). Discover how
weather forecasts are made, and what
constitutes a weather emergency Find out what
causes change in weather, such as how air
pressure drives winds Learn how climate
change is affecting today’s weather Discover
how light plays tricks on our eyes to create
effects like rainbows, sun dogs, and halos
Have fun with at-home weather experiments,
including setting up your own weather station
Perfect for any weather amateur, you can have
your head in the clouds while your feet are
on the ground. Next time you’re outside, take
Weather For Dummies along with you, look at
the sky, and discover something new about the
environment you live in.
The R Book
Office for IPad and Mac For Dummies
MATLAB For Dummies
Microsoft Azure Essentials - Fundamentals of
Azure
Adobe Photoshop CC For Dummies
Explore the latest MS-900 exam skills and concepts
with this updated second edition Key FeaturesWork
with self-assessment questions, exam tips, and mock
tests based on the latest exam patternThis updated
second edition covers concepts including Microsoft
Forms, Microsoft 365 Security Center, and
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moreUnderstand the security considerations and
benefits of adopting different types of cloud
servicesBook Description Microsoft 365 Certified
Fundamentals certification demonstrates your
foundational knowledge of adopting cloud services,
specifically the software as a service (SaaS) model.
Exam MS-900 tests your understanding of Microsoft
365 services, components, their implementation,
security, licensing, and general cloud concepts. This
updated second edition covers all the recent and
important changes in the examination in detail to help
you achieve certification. You'll begin by exploring key
topics such as Microsoft security and compliance
policies, pricing and support, and cloud concepts. The
book helps you to understand these concepts with the
help of real-world scenarios, learning about platform
services such as Microsoft Windows, SharePoint,
Microsoft 365 apps, Teams, and Exchange. The
content has been updated to include Microsoft Forms,
Power Platform, Microsoft 365 Security Center,
Windows Virtual Desktop, and Insider Risk
Management. Each chapter contains a section that
will test your knowledge of the core concepts covered.
Finally, you'll take a practice exam with extra
questions to help prepare you for the actual test. By
the end of this MS-900 book, you'll be well-equipped
to confidently pass the MS-900 certification exam with
the help of the updated exam pattern. What you will
learnUnderstand cloud services and deployment
models, including public and private cloudsFind out
the differences between SaaS and IaaS consumption
models, and where Microsoft services fit inExplore the
reporting and analytics capabilities of Microsoft
365Use Compliance Manager and Security Center to
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audit your organizationDiscover and implement best
practices for licensing options available in Microsoft
365Gain insights into the exam objectives and
knowledge required before taking the MS-900
examWho this book is for This book is for
intermediate as well as experienced administrators
and individuals looking for tips and tricks to pass the
latest MS-900 exam and achieve Microsoft 365
certification. Basic knowledge of Microsoft services
and cloud concepts is assumed in order to get the
most out of this book.
Ready to build cloud native applications? Get a handson introduction to daily life as a developer crafting
code on OpenShift, the open source container
application platform from Red Hat. Creating and
packaging your apps for deployment on modern
distributed systems can be daunting. Too often,
adding infrastructure value can complicate
development. With this practical guide, you'll learn
how to build, deploy, and manage a multitiered
application on OpenShift. Authors Joshua Wood and
Brian Tannous, principal developer advocates at Red
Hat, demonstrate how OpenShift speeds application
development. With the Kubernetes container
orchestrator at its core, OpenShift simplifies and
automates the way you build, ship, and run code.
You'll learn how to use OpenShift and the Quarkus
Java framework to develop and deploy apps using
proven enterprise technologies and practices that you
can apply to code in any language. Learn the
development cycles for building and deploying on
OpenShift, and the tools that drive them Use
OpenShift to build, deploy, and manage the ongoing
lifecycle of an n-tier application Create a continuous
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integration and deployment pipeline to build and
deploy application source code on OpenShift
Automate scaling decisions with metrics and trigger
lifecycle events with webhooks
The easy way to learn programming fundamentals
with Python Python is a remarkably powerful and
dynamic programming language that's used in a wide
variety of application domains. Some of its key
distinguishing features include a very clear, readable
syntax, strong introspection capabilities, intuitive
object orientation, and natural expression of
procedural code. Plus, Python features full modularity,
supporting hierarchical packages, exception-based
error handling, and modules easily written in C, C++,
Java, R, or .NET languages, such as C#. In addition,
Python supports a number of coding styles that
include: functional, imperative, object-oriented, and
procedural. Due to its ease of use and flexibility,
Python is constantly growing in popularity—and now
you can wear your programming hat with pride and
join the ranks of the pros with the help of this guide.
Inside, expert author John Paul Mueller gives a
complete step-by-step overview of all there is to know
about Python. From performing common and
advanced tasks, to collecting data, to interacting with
package—this book covers it all! Use Python to create
and run your first application Find out how to
troubleshoot and fix errors Learn to work with
Anaconda and use Magic Functions Benefit from
completely updated and revised information since the
last edition If you've never used Python or are new to
programming in general, Beginning Programming with
Python For Dummies is a helpful resource that will set
you up for success.
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Microsoft has changed the technology so customers
can now select, evaluate and implement Microsoft
Dynamics 365 and other applications for their
enterprise. This book will provide insights and
relevant information around Dynamics 365 Apps, trial
experience and implementation of Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations Apps
Microsoft 365 For Dummies
Office 2016 For Dummies
Implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance
and Operations Apps
Windows 10 & Office 365 For Dummies, Book + Video
Bundle
A practical guide to enhancing enterprise
collaboration with Microsoft Teams and Office 365

SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) is a data management and analysis
software that allows users to generate solid,
decision-making results by performing statistical
analysis This book provides just the information
needed: installing the software, entering data,
setting up calculations, and analyzing data
Covers computing cross tabulation, frequencies,
descriptive ratios, means, bivariate and partial
correlations, linear regression, and much more
Explains how to output information into striking
charts and graphs For ambitious users, also
covers how to program SPSS to take their
statistical analysis to the next level
(A new edition with enhanced coverage is now
available) A complete guide on Teams filled with
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real-world scenarios and best practices to
increase productivity and engagement Key
FeaturesInteractive approach to learn the key
concepts of Teams and its implementation in
modern workplaceDiscover tips and techniques
for extending Teams to meet your business
requirementsIntegrate Teams with various
Microsoft services such as PowerShell,
SharePoint, PowerApps, and Power
AutomateBook Description Microsoft Teams is a
platform for unified communication in modern
workplaces. It not only enables effective
communication, but also helps you manage your
resources through its integration with various
Microsoft Office 365 services. This book offers a
comprehensive introduction to the platform,
getting you up to speed in no time. Complete
with hands-on tutorials, and projects, this easyto-follow guide will teach you how to use Teams
in the best possible way. Starting with the basic
concepts that will help you collaborate on
Teams, this book takes you through expert
techniques for creating and managing teams. A
dedicated section also features industry
practices to help enhance collaboration in
modern workplaces. In later chapters, you'll
explore Microsoft services such as SharePoint,
PowerApps, Power Automate, and learn how
they interact with Microsoft Teams. You'll also
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get to grips with dealing with permissions and
security issues in managing private and public
teams and channels. Along the way, you'll
discover practical scenarios that will help you
improve the collaboration in your organization
and increase productivity by using Teams
features. By the end of this book, you'll have
hands-on experience of using Microsoft Teams,
along with the skills you need to improve the
way people collaborate in your organization.
What you will learnCreate teams, channels, and
tabs in Microsoft TeamsExplore the Teams
architecture and various Office 365 components
included in TeamsPerform scheduling, and
managing meetings and live events in
TeamsConfigure and manage apps in
TeamsDesign automated scripts for managing a
Teams environment using PowerShellBuild your
own Microsoft Teams app without writing
codeWho this book is for This Microsoft Teams
book is for power users and business
professionals looking to use Teams for
improving collaboration in an enterprise
environment. The book will also be useful for
Office 365 administrators interested in
implementing Microsoft Teams effectively by
learning about and exploring expert tips and best
practices to ensure good governance.
Work seamlessly together with Microsoft Teams
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It was only a matter of time before Microsoft 365
built an actual virtual office. And Microsoft
Teams is it, rocketing from 13 to 75 million daily
users in a single year. The new edition of
Microsoft Teams For Dummies gives you an indepth introductory tour through the latest
version of the app, exploring the many different
ways you can chat, call, meet, work remotely,
and collaborate with others in real time—whether
you’re using it as an all-in-one tool for working
from home or as an extension to your brick-andmortar office. Available as a stand-alone app or
as part of Microsoft 365, it allows you to work
seamlessly with almost any other Microsoft app.
The friendly onboarding provided by this book
takes you from the basics of file-sharing,
organizing teams, and using video to must-have
insights into less obvious functionality, such as
posting the same message to multiple channels,
muffling background noise (useful if you’re
working from home!), and choosing more than
one feed to concentrate on when videoconferencing (allowing you to pay attention to
the speaker and your team members at the same
time). As well as clueing you in on how things
work, you’ll also find advice on the most
effective ways of using them, with best-practices
recommendations and tips on integrating
Microsoft Teams into your existing workflows.
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Set up the interface Communicate on chat and
video, inside and outside your org Integrate
Microsoft Teams with your other Office apps
Optimize your approach to meetings, working
across large teams, and more! Whether you’re
using Microsoft Teams for work, within your
family, or for a collaborative hobby, you’ll find
everything you need to get everyone on the
same page in the same virtual room.
The first step in making your ideas a reality
SketchUp offers a vast array of tools that help
you get your building, woodworking, and design
plans out of your head and into a real model.
Even if you’ve never dabbled in the software,
SketchUp All-in-One For Dummies makes it easy
to get started as quickly as the ideas pop into
your head! Providing real-world insight from top
SketchUp insiders, these six-books-in-one teach
you how to tackle the basics of the program and
apply those skills to real-world projects. You’ll
discover the basics of modeling as they apply to
either free or paid versions of SketchUp before
diving into creating models to use for making
objects, constructing buildings, or redesigning
interiors. Navigate the SketchUp product mix Get
familiar with the basics of modeling View and
share your models Make your architecture,
interior design, and woodworking dreams a
reality You have tons of great ideas—and now you
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can harness this powerful software to bring them
to life.
Microsoft Office 365 for Dummies, 2nd Edition
Statistics For Dummies
Hands-On Microsoft Teams
Weather For Dummies
Firewalls For Dummies
The go-to reference for the new Office Home
& Student2013 The Home & Student version
of Microsoft Office targets thehome and
education markets, covering the four
applications mostused outside the workplace:
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote.The
minibooks in this essential All-in-One guide
includereal-world examples and projects that
cover the new features andcapabilities of
Office 2013. Straightforward advice and
beneficialprojects help you to learn the basics
of creating a resume in Word,establishing a
home budget in Excel, developing a dynamic
schoolpresentation with PowerPoint, and
taking notes in OneNote. Targets home and
school users of Office 2013, who primarily
useWord, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote
Walks you through how to use Office 2013 for
everyday projects,such as creating a cover
letter in Word or reusable templates inExcel
Demonstrates how to jazz up a school
presentation withPowerPoint Provides you
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with straightforward instructions for taking
notesin OneNote Shares common Office 2010
tools and details the basics of theOffice
ribbon Office Home & Student 2013 All-inOne For Dummies isan easy-to-understand
guide to the essentials of Office 2013!
Microsoft Office 365 for Dummies, 2nd
Edition
Excel is the number-one spreadsheet
application, with ever-expanding capabilities.
If you're only using it to balance the books,
you're missing out on a host of functions that
can benefit your business or personal
finances by uncovering trends and other
important information hidden within the
numbers.
Get picture perfect with Photoshop CC
Photoshop is a stunning program that puts
the power of a professional photography
studio into your hands, but it can also be a
jungle to navigate—with a dense proliferation
of menus, panels, shortcuts, plug-ins, and addons to get thoroughly lost in. Written by a
literal Photoshop Hall of Famer, the new
edition of Photoshop CC For Dummies is your
experienced guide to the technical terrain,
slashing away the foliage for a clear picture
of how to produce the perfectly framed and
beautifully curated images you want.
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Beginning with an overview of the basic kit
bag you need for your journey toward visual
mastery, Peter Bauer—Photoshop instructor
and an award-winning fine art photographer
in his own right—shows you how to build your
skills and enrich your creative palette with
enhanced colors and tone, filters and
layering, and even how undertake a foray into
digital painting. Add in instructions on
combining text with images and the how-tos
of video and animation editing, and you have
all the tools you need to carve out a oneperson multimedia empire. Master everything
from the basics to professional insider tips
Combine, layer, tone, and paint your images
Explore the colorfully creative world of
Photoshop filters Fix common problems You’ll
find everything on the latest version of the
software that you could dream of—and an
improved shot at artistic success!
Microsoft 365 Certified Fundamentals
MS-900 Exam Guide
Golden Retrievers For Dummies
Excel Data Analysis For Dummies
Office 2021 All-in-One For Dummies
All you need to know about SharePoint Online and
SharePoint Server SharePoint is an enterprise portal
server living under the Microsoft Office umbrella. It
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can be used as a local installation (on-premises) or
an online service. The SharePoint Online service
comes bundled with Office 365. You can use
SharePoint to aggregate sites, information, data, and
applications into a single portal. SharePoint 2019
contains highly integrated features that allow you to
work with it directly from other Office products
such as Teams, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and many
others. SharePoint For Dummies provides a
thorough update on how to make the most of all the
new SharePoint and Office features̶while still
building on the great and well-reviewed content in
the prior editions. The book shows those new to
SharePoint or new to SharePoint 2019 how to get
up and running so that you and your team can
become productive with this powerful tool. Find
high-level, need-to-know information for
techsumers , administrators, and admins Learn
how SharePoint Online can get you started in
minutes without the hassle and frustration of
building out your own servers Find everything you
need to know about the latest release of SharePoint
Online and SharePoint Server Get your hands on the
best guide on the market for SharePoint!
Conquer Microsoft Office 365 Administration‒from
the inside out! Dive into Microsoft Office 365
Administration‒and really put your Office 365
expertise to work. This supremely organized
reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions,
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tips, and workarounds‒all you need to plan,
implement, and operate Microsoft Office 365 in any
environment. In this completely revamped Second
Edition, a new author team thoroughly reviews the
administration tools and capabilities available in the
latest versions of Microsoft Office 365, and also
adds extensive new coverage of Azure cloud
services and SharePoint. Discover how experts
tackle today s essential tasks‒and challenge
yourself to new levels of mastery. • Install,
customize, and use Office 365 s portal, dashboard,
and admin centers • Make optimal decisions about
tenancy, licensing, infrastructure, and hybrid
options • Prepare your environment for the cloud
• Manage Office 365 identity and access via
federation services, password and directory
synchronization, authentication, and AAD Connect
• Implement alerts and threat management in the
Security & Compliance Center • Establish Office
365 data classifications, loss prevention plans, and
governance • Prepare your on-premises
environment to connect with Exchange Online •
Manage resource types, billing and licensing, service
health reporting, and support • Move mailboxes to
Exchange Online via cutover, staged, and express
migrations • Establish hybrid environments with
the Office 365 Hybrid Configuration Wizard •
Administer Exchange Online, from recipients and
transport to malware filtering • Understand, plan,
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and deploy Skype for Business Online Current Book
Service In addition, this book is part of the Current
Book Service from Microsoft Press. Books in this
program receive periodic updates to address
significant software changes for 12 to 18 months
following the original publication date via a free
Web Edition. Learn more at
https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/cbs.
Amp up your collaboration skills and rock the
modern workplace by harnessing the power of
Microsoft 365 with this one-stop guide to the
world's leading productivity platform The Microsoft
365 productivity solution for the workplace is a
cloud-based service with many features for effective
and secure collaboration virtually or in person.
Whether you start your day with meetings in Teams,
respond to Outlook emails, create documents with
Office apps, or even automate your work with
artificial intelligence, Microsoft 365 has you
covered. But first, you must unlock the potential of
this powerful solution to showcase your ability to
keep up with the modern workplace and make an
impact in your organization. To do that, you need
Microsoft 365 For Dummies! This book walks you
through the steps to get your work done anytime,
anywhere, on any device, with Microsoft Teams as
the central hub. Discover how to chat online in real
time; conduct online meetings; co-author documents
in the cloud; develop no-code applications; and even
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prioritize your well-being. The insights and step-bystep guidance in Microsoft 365 For Dummies will
help you stay connected and engaged with your
colleagues. Level up your teamwork game with the
latest meeting and collaboration best practices from
Microsoft Teams Stretch your use of Office apps
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and OneNote) by
infusing artificial intelligence into your everyday
tasks Save time (and look really smart) by
automating your work with the Power Platform
apps Take a break from work and focus on your
health and well-being at home or in the office
Whether you re a Microsoft 365 newbie or a
superuser looking for details on what's new,
Microsoft 365 For Dummies is the friendly and
authoritative how-to book you need. Discover the
benefits of cloud technology today!
The high-level language of R is recognized as one of
the most powerful and flexible statistical software
environments, and is rapidly becoming the standard
setting for quantitative analysis, statistics and
graphics. R provides free access to unrivalled
coverage and cutting-edge applications, enabling
the user to apply numerous statistical methods
ranging from simple regression to time series or
multivariate analysis. Building on the success of the
author s bestselling Statistics: An Introduction
using R, The R Book is packed with worked
examples, providing an all inclusive guide to R, ideal
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for novice and more accomplished users alike. The
book assumes no background in statistics or
computing and introduces the advantages of the R
environment, detailing its applications in a wide
range of disciplines. Provides the first
comprehensive reference manual for the R
language, including practical guidance and full
coverage of the graphics facilities. Introduces all the
statistical models covered by R, beginning with
simple classical tests such as chi-square and t-test.
Proceeds to examine more advance methods, from
regression and analysis of variance, through to
generalized linear models, generalized mixed
models, time series, spatial statistics, multivariate
statistics and much more. The R Book is aimed at
undergraduates, postgraduates and professionals in
science, engineering and medicine. It is also ideal
for students and professionals in statistics,
economics, geography and the social sciences.
Microsoft Office 365 Administration Inside Out
SharePoint For Dummies
OpenShift for Developers
Essential Office 365 Third Edition
Microsoft Dynamics 365 For Dummies
Reveal the insights behind your
company’s data with Microsoft Power BI
Microsoft Power BI allows intuitive
access to data that can power
intelligent business decisions and
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insightful strategies. The question is,
do you have the Power BI skills to make
your organization’s numbers spill their
secrets? In Microsoft Power BI For
Dummies, expert lecturer, consultant,
and author Jack Hyman delivers a startto-finish guide to applying the Power
BI platform to your own firm’s data.
You’ll discover how to start exploring
your data sources, build data models,
visualize your results, and create
compelling reports that motivate
decisive action. Tackle the basics of
Microsoft Power BI and, when you’re
done with that, move on to advanced
functions like accessing data with DAX
and app integrations Guide your
organization’s direction and decisions
with rock-solid conclusions based on
real-world data Impress your bosses and
confidently lead your direct reports
with exciting insights drawn from Power
BI’s useful visualization tools It’s
one thing for your company to have data
at its disposal. It’s another thing
entirely to know what to do with it.
Microsoft Power BI For Dummies is the
straightforward blueprint you need to
apply one of the most powerful business
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intelligence tools on the market to
your firm’s existing data.
Zoom into the new world of remote
collaboration While a worldwide
pandemic may have started the Zoom
revolution, the convenience of remote
meetings is here to stay. Zoom For
Dummies takes you from creating
meetings on the platform to running
global webinars. Along the way you'll
learn how to expand your remote
collaboration options, record meetings
for future review, and even make
scheduling a meeting through your other
apps a one-click process. Take in all
the advice or zoom to the info you need
- it's all there! Discover how to set
up meetings Share screens and files
Keep your meetings secure Add Zoom
hardware to your office Get tips for
using Zoom as a social tool Awardwinning author Phil Simon takes you
beyond setting up and sharing links for
meetings to show how Zoom can transform
your organization and the way you work.
Go from total MATLAB newbie to plotting
graphs and solving equations in a
flash! MATLAB is one of the most
powerful and commonly used tools in the
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STEM field. But did you know it doesn’t
take an advanced degree or a ton of
computer experience to learn it? MATLAB
For Dummies is the roadmap you’ve been
looking for to simplify and explain
this feature-filled tool. This handy
reference walks you through every step
of the way as you learn the MATLAB
language and environment inside-andout. Starting with straightforward
basics before moving on to more
advanced material like Live Functions
and Live Scripts, this easy-to-read
guide shows you how to make your way
around MATLAB with screenshots and
newly updated procedures. It includes:
A comprehensive introduction to
installing MATLAB, using its interface,
and creating and saving your first file
Fully updated to include the 2020 and
2021 updates to MATLAB, with all-new
screenshots and up-to-date procedures
Enhanced debugging procedures and use
of the Symbolic Math Toolbox Brand new
instruction on working with Live
Scripts and Live Functions, designing
classes, creating apps, and building
projects Intuitive walkthroughs for
MATLAB’s advanced features, including
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importing and exporting data and
publishing your work Perfect for STEM
students and new professionals ready to
master one of the most powerful tools
in the fields of engineering,
mathematics, and computing, MATLAB For
Dummies is the simplest way to go from
complete newbie to power user faster
than you would have thought possible.
What an amazing world we live in!
Almost anything you can imaginecan be
researched, compared, admired, studied,
and in many cases,bought, with the
click of a mouse. The Internet has
changed ourlives, putting a world of
opportunity before us. Unfortunately,
ithas also put a world of opportunity
into the hands of those whosemotives
are less than honorable. A firewall, a
piece of software orhardware that
erects a barrier between your computer
and those whomight like to invade it,
is one solution. If you’ve been using
the Internet for any length of
time,you’ve probably received some
unsavory and unsolicitede-mail. If you
run a business, you may be worried
about thesecurity of your data and your
customers’ privacy. At home,you want to
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protect your personal information from
identity thievesand other shady
characters. Firewalls ForDummies® will
give you the lowdown onfirewalls, then
guide you through choosing, installing,
andconfiguring one for your personal or
bus iness network. Firewalls For
Dummies® helps youunderstand what
firewalls are, how they operate on
different typesof networks, what they
can and can’t do, and how to pick agood
one (it’s easier than identifying that
perfect melon inthe supermarket.)
You’ll find out about Developing
security policies Establishing rules
for simple protocols Detecting and
responding to system intrusions Setting
up firewalls for SOHO or personal use
Creating demilitarized zones Using
Windows or Linux as a firewall
Configuring ZoneAlarm, BlackICE, and
Norton personalfirewalls Installing and
using ISA server and FireWall-1 With
the handy tips and hints this book
provides, you’llfind that firewalls are
nothing to fear – that is,unless you’re
a cyber-crook! You’ll soon be able
tokeep your data safer, protect your
family’s privacy, andprobably sleep
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better, too.
Excel Power Pivot and Power Query For
Dummies
Microsoft Teams For Dummies
The Illustrated Guide to Using
Microsoft Office
If you want to get your head in the cloud and get up to
speed on the features in Office 365, then this guide is
the first book you should read in order to grasp the
concepts and terms as quickly as possible. -A guide to PowerPivot and Power Query no data
cruncher should be without! Want to familiarize
yourself with the rich set of Microsoft Excel tools and
reporting capabilities available from PowerPivot and
Power Query? Look no further! Excel PowerPivot &
Power Query For Dummies shows you how this
powerful new set of tools can be leveraged to more
effectively source and incorporate 'big data' Business
Intelligence and Dashboard reports. You'll discover
how PowerPivot and Power Query not only allow you
to save time and simplify your processes, but also
enable you to substantially enhance your data analysis
and reporting capabilities. Gone are the days of
relatively small amounts of data—today's data
environment demands more from business analysts
than ever before. Now, with the help of this friendly,
hands-on guide, you'll learn to use PowerPivot and
Power Query to expand your skill-set from the onedimensional spreadsheet to new territories, like
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relational databases, data integration, and multidimensional reporting. Demonstrates how Power
Query is used to discover, connect to, and import your
data Shows you how to use PowerPivot to model data
once it's been imported Offers guidance on using these
tools to make analyzing data easier Written by a
Microsoft MVP in the lighthearted, fun style you've
come to expect from the For Dummies brand If you
spend your days analyzing data, Excel PowerPivot &
Power Query For Dummies will get you up and
running with the rich set of Excel tools and reporting
capabilities that will make your life—and work—easier.
Everything you need to get productive in the Cloud
with Office 365 With 70 million users worldwide,
Microsoft Office 365 combines the familiar Office
desktop suite with cloud-based versions of Microsoft’s
next-generation communications and collaboration
services. It offers many benefits including security,
reliability, compatibility with other products, over-theair updates in the cloud that don't require anything
from the user, single sign on for access to everything
right away, and so much more. Office 365 For
Dummies offers a basic overview of cloud computing
and goes on to cover Microsoft cloud solutions and the
Office 365 product in a language you can understand.
This includes an introduction to each component
which leads into topics around using each feature in
each application. Get up to speed on instant messaging
Use audio, video, and web conferencing Get seamless
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access to the Office suite with Office Web apps Access
information anywhere, anytime Office 365 is the key to
office productivity — and now you can put it to use for
you!
Info to make you more productive! The combination
of Windows 10 and Office 365 is powering more
computers in the workplace and home offices than
ever before. This combination of Windows 10 For
Dummies, 2nd Edition and Office 365 For Dummies,
2nd Edition helps you spend less time figuring out how
to use your computing tools and more time getting
things done. This package also offers access to online
training designed to guide you through the most
common operations of the two tools. Inside... * Explore
the Windows 10 Start menu * Decipher your desktop *
Get Windows troubleshooting help * Save time with
Windows apps * Connect to Office 365 * Save files to
the cloud * Work with Office from anywhere * Access
three hours of online training
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